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Cottage Country’s Conservation Organization
We gratefully acknowledge the invaluable leadership and support of Leora Berman, CMO and Founder in the
guidance, persistence, and dedication towards the formulation of this comprehensive guiding document; the
Ontario Trillium Foundation for funding support towards investigations into gaps and needs that outline the
structure of the strategy; and the Land Between Council, Advisory Circle and partners for their input and insight
into the issues, challenges and opportunities that are afforded by this complex ecosystem and communities
therein.

BACKGROUND

TLB began as a discrete project to research simply the natural
and ecological features of a region believed to be an ecotone
extending from Frontenac to Georgian Bay skirting the
Algonquin Dome and presenting the only rock barrens in the
Province. This effort was in response to the dedication and
pursuit of Mr. Peter Alley who convinced 2 land trusts of the
Kawartha and Couchiching Conservancies to access support
and focus on this area and this research initiative. In 2006, shortly before the passing of Mr. Alley, Ms.
Leora Berman, was hired to lead and facilitate the completion of this research in partnership with NGO’s
and the support of the George C. Metcalf Foundation; and then to transfer the resulting mapping and
information to governments and various land trusts. However, in addition to completing these tasks, Ms.
Berman saw a need and opportunity to facilitate conservation through a new and holistic approach, and
therefore chose to instill a larger purpose and vision to characterize, communicate and have celebrated all
of the bio-regional features of culture, nature, economy, and society. Beginning with a small group of
individuals forming a steering committee, Leora increased the research portfolio to over 40 projects,
increased communications, partnerships and therefore capacity and awareness and the effort quickly
evolved into the making of a singular representative conservation organization in the region; and which
committee and support included Gary Williams from
Curve Lake First Nation; Gerard Segassige
representing Rama First Nation, Heather Brooks-Hill,
Jim McHardy, Larry McDermott of Shabot Objiwaan
First Nation, Tracey Taylor and Anne Taylor of Curve
Lake First Nation, John Wadland, and at times
throughout the process Mrs. Daphne Alley, Ron Reid,
Mark Douglas, Dan and Murray Whetung, Mark
Bissett, Alan Brunger, and Jamie Powell.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

Governance
In 2011 The Land Between incorporated and became a Nationally Registered Charity; the first
known organization in Canada to adopt the “Talking Circle” into its bylaws and respecting the
original Treaties whereby First Nations and European Settlers share the table. The organization
therefore has a flat governance structure with consensus as the decision-making model, and
which governance is based on principles of democracy, including representation, plurality,
cooperation, and of respect and honesty. The Council (BOD) and Chief Management Officer
therefore operates similarly to that of “chief and council” and with a larger advisory Circle in open
meetings.
The organization has lead and facilitated over 40 research projects in all areas of culture, nature,
planning, and economics; and over 20 on-the-ground collaborative and applied stewardship
projects; and therefore has a database and portfolio that is extensive and appropriate for the
region, as well as a network of over 90 partners.
Partnerships
The Land Between works collaboratively and in partnership for each project it undertakes to
ensure that capacity, knowledge and results are extended across areas, sectors and jurisdictions,
to increase capacity of each participant towards active bioregionalism and to limit duplication of
effort; and has worked with over 40 agencies including NGOs, municipal and provincial
governments, post-secondary schools, school boards, large and local groups.
Administration and Efficiency
During its evolution and as the organization was being “incubated” by the original land trusts,
administration was provided through those agencies at a rate of 10% of revenues. At this time
administration is provided by the CMO and a bookkeeper at a level of approximately 8%. The
delivery of all activities has been led by the CMO, under contract, and through partnerships.
Therefore the CMOs remuneration to a great degree reflects the complexity and level of
operations, however, as the organization is still majorly reliant on annual successful grant
applications, and while the CMO as the Founder, much time and work has been donated in-kind
by the CMO to ensure the organization thrives and reaches its goals. At the same time, to reduce
overhead and administration while reflecting and responding to the nature of the region’s creative
economy, at times sole-proprietors or companies have been retained on contract or through
memorandums of understanding therefore supporting the economy appropriately in the region
and limiting unnecessary administration and bureaucracy- maintaining an agile, animate, and
responsive network for operations.
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Behavioral Change: Awareness, Conservation, and Sustainable Economic Development
The Land Between has established a regional identity and brand as well as a regional context
and supporting priority data and information that, when leveraged, supports local capacity. This
awareness has been extended to a great extent whereby “the Land Between” has become a
known entity and within households across Ontario. The Land Between is also pioneering in
areas of conservation for the region, as the first entity to bring attention to needs, and the first to
collaborate in providing responses, solutions, and capacity for action.

Summary Accomplishments:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Regional recognition and planning recognition by
Environment Canada for Trent Severn
Waterway; Hastings and Simcoe County Official
Plans
42 pioneering research projects to characterize
the region and steward resources
40 partners in collaboration on key projects
12,000 acres of significant habitat secured and
stewarded
Supported development of Curve Lake First Nation Cultural Centre
and operations
TLB Book published by Fitzhenry and
Whiteside, one of the leading natural heritage publishers in
Ontario, in Chapters and Indigo and local stores
Skink magazine to over 6000
Documentary produced by the Ontario Visual Heritage Project lead
by Zach Melnick and Yvonne Drebert, with over 230,000 viewers
across the province in partnership with TVO;
OGDE Course Curriculum
Mobile Application developed by BrioMobile, Earl Oliver developed
to support Tourism, Outdoor Sports and Recreation, and
Conservation of Cultural and Natural Sites; the first to unlock virtual
media and downloaded globally
Research Forums (conferences) 2006-2010
Public presentations by Leora Berman, CMO, of approximately 35
each year and reaching over 5000
individuals each year
• A website with a Google Rank of 5;
indicating that it is one of the most trusted
and visited sites for conservation in
Ontario
• Social and online media which is
emerging and growing
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OPPORTUNITIES

The Land Between is a pioneer organization for the region; it is the first entity and effort to
recognize, characterize, and communicate, and therefore to embody and embrace this distinct
area in Ontario. As such the Land Between organization is ahead of other groups and agencies
in areas of communications and branding; in research and data; and therefore in prioritizing
efforts for conservation of areas of ecological significance, areas supporting essential ecosystem
services, cultural assets, and areas of sustainable economic development. The Land Between
therefore has the potential to be influential and increase capacity for stewardship and
enhancement of the bioregion. This is provided through leadership, coordination, or through roles
as a quarterback or incubator for efforts of other groups, where the organization can provide a
provincial or regional context and framework for these efforts.
Furthermore, as the organization operates in a Talking Circle with representation from across
areas and sectors, that is inclusive and respectful, The Land Between organization may be able
to provide a platform or portal for dialogue towards solutions, much like a “think tank” for the
region.
As a pioneer in its governance, focus, and operations, the Land Between may become a new
model of governance in the social sector for the region if not globally.
Opportunities to achieve organizational goals are readily available due to the demographics and
socio-economics of the region: the relationships between nature, culture, and economy are so
strongly interlinked in the region, whereby the natural capital is mainly intact and therefore the
relationships to the land which define identities or culture (the patterns and behaviors of people
and their sense of identity, including the way people travel, their language, names, habits, and
use and extraction of resources) reflect the landscape and therefore are also distinctive and
intact Furthermore, the economy here is mainly reliant on the natural capital with outdoor sports
and recreation including cottaging and tourism contributing to over 70% of the earnings across
the region. Overall this translates to conservation of the land becoming conservation of the
culture and economy here; and increasing the awareness and appreciation of the natural and
cultural assets translates into sustainable economic development.
Finally, the majority of residents in the region are near or passed retirement age, and therefore
generally maintain in their values and behaviors a concern for next generations and legacies and
therefore volunteerism and expert knowledge is high, providing additional capacity and support
for an effort such as this.
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CHALLENGES

Presence and Delivery
The Land Between region is extensive, while the organization is limited in terms of capacity and
resources, and therefore both travelling to ends of the region for the CMO and Council is difficult
as well as delivering outreach, communications and extending partnerships with the time and
care that is required is challenging; and prioritizing efforts in this way is null and simply based on
ad hoc opportunity or lack. Online and social media is helpful but not complete; and while interest
and volunteerism is available and present throughout the region, it is difficult to respond to or
utilize with limited time and resources.
Jurisdictions and Identity
Despite the level of awareness achieved, due to a heritage of management through political
boundaries as well as limited capacity of the organization to travel and for delivery, there are
some persistent issues with fragmentation amongst jurisdictions; exacerbated by the distance
between these small communities whose identities are bounded by their development footprint.
Development Pressures
While the landscape is generally intact with little pressure on
upland sites of rocky barrens and sparse forests,
development pressure is increasing rapidly in the most
sensitive areas of shorelines where retirees are taking up
permanent residences and a changing aesthetic includes a
larger footprint. The lack of buffering due to limited soils and
starker climates making damage in this region far reaching
and long lasting, and especially around the most sensitive
areas of shorelines. Recent decreases in water quality and
fish habitat are notable across the region; and water is
interconnected thus transferring issues across boundaries.
This development not only compromises the natural capital
and basis of the ecological and economic wellbeing of the
region, but has resulted in areas of lower property values. New retired residents require services
of new roads; and increasing pressures in southern Ontario translate into a high number of new
aggregate pit applications; and new mines. Therefore actions and reaching goals becomes more
urgent.
Funding and Capacity
The Land Between is relatively impoverished compared to other parts of the province, having
some of the lowest earnings in Ontario and with smaller populations and dispersed communities.
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Despite a very large seasonal populations, support and resources from governments only reflect
the year-round population demographic, with much of the region lying outside the FedNOR area.
IN addition, The Land Between organization faces challenges common to many charities and
NGOs, as it is heavily reliant on project based funding from foundations and government
programs for its operations; and while government funding opportunities are declining, and
competition for resources is on the rise.
There is a lack of understanding and limiting perspectives by the public about NGO operations
that need to be overcome, such as a general assumption that the organization if successful must
be or have staff that are government-assisted; that the value of services and benefits provided by
the NGO sector is limited or should not be remunerated stemming from a widely known puritan
ethic that preserves a “poor-man” standard for charities and employees, and which includes the
ideology that a leader’s salary cannot approach those same management positions in the private
sectors. Finally, charities and nonprofit organizations are plagued with misrepresentation of their
administrative needs and capacity with examples of misuse or misallocation of funds to support
bureaucratic infrastructures, thereby limiting resources to projects and actions. While The Land
Between has achieved an outstanding measure of efficiency, and its governance structure and
operations limit bureaucracy and increase efficiencies, much of the operations are donated by the
Chief Managing Officer, and not remunerated at even basic standards; and while awareness and
reputation are remarkable, the story of the organizations formation and evolution are not
understood and the need to distinguish itself from government funded organizations and
government supported charities is needed. In this way, the public and private sectors will
understand better its foundation and tenants, therefore their role in potentially supporting
capacity.
Annual operating funding from 2006-2011 has averaged at $90,000, however with funding
primarily achieved through grants at 80%, while fees for service, honorariums, gifts and sales
beginning to add to the capacity. Therefore the reliance on grants must be minimized through a
funding/capacity strategy to take advantage of strengths and opportunities and glean support
from different streams, in order to provide core, unallocated and reserve funds to support basic
services, communications, staffing and extension. A goal of 50% operating funding from other
sources is set; and which will pay for basic continuance as well as part time leadership to
coordinate programming and respond to community needs and gaps. This said, the
organization’s goals are for its redundancy, in that it is meant to perpetuate only until it reaches
its goals, and which are for active adoption by the landscape of the tenants and behaviors; and
therefore capacity is primarily and only to reach these goals. Once achieved, the organization
can subsist as a primarily volunteer umbrella group with a small operating budget for
communications and meetings.
Information and Communications Management
Information and data from species reports, to habitat mapping, and contact lists and including
social media content, website content and communications together form key and fundamental
components and elements of the organization. As is common in many government agencies and
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large organizations, management of data and communications may be pivotal in developing and
maintain capacity, operations and in reaching goals. Information and communications
management includes standardization (meta data and online portals), housing, sharing of data
between agencies, monitoring of agreements, review, uploading, transfer, etc. and therefore
unique skill sets and ongoing attention, and which require resources and capacity that are limited.

OVERVIEW OF GOVERNANCE AND OPERATIONS

• Governance and Direction- The Council- The Head
Over-arching strategic direction and review
Problem solving
Support to CMO
Canadian Identity: First Nation voice
Representation- the Public Voice (laymen- “nonexperts)
o Minimum of 5

o
o
o
o
o

• Strategic Management and OperationsCMO- The Chest
o Leadership - operations- day to day
o Dynamic skill set- one time position with salary
cap at $108,000 (although not achieved to dateremuneration based on secured funding)
o Catalyst to advancements

• Delivery- An agile economic development
business model - The Arms
o Delivery through network of affiliates on MOU such as SM, data management, field
biologist etc. (honoring creative economy and entrepreneurship; reducing
bureaucracy and overhead costs; responsive and agile; increases support and
currency)

• Impact and Extension- Partnerships and Collaboration- The Legs
o

Achieve goals through partnerships and collaboration
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ORGANIZATIONAL ROLE

The Land Between puts its goals before its operations- its achievements and impact take priority
over perpetuating the organization beyond its goals and beyond the demonstrated need.
Therefore the organization is responsive and operates with integrity. Related is that funding is
allocated majorly to projects over administration. Because of this constitution, The Land Between
organization has identified the following roles to align with need and according to community
capacity:

A. Leadership and Coordination- filling gaps where there is a need
B. Umbrella- building capacity in collaboration- leveraging interest and funding –
providing rationale and context
C. Quarterback- Community-based actions are initialized – provide supporting role
through coordination of efforts and input
D. Step backwhen active
bioregionalism and
capacity are presentprovide support
through media and
awareness if
requested
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VISION

Bioregionalism in Action
Bioregionalism is an animate and integrated community that is
respectful and responsive to the needs of the region and its total
environment. Therefore, the natural, cultural, and socio-economic
amenities and their relatedness are celebrated, stewarded and
enhanced by constituents in the region at all levels and across sectors
and jurisdictions. Bioregionalism is a model of leadership and
cooperation that incorporates and integrates all of governance,
community, and action. The Land Between will facilitate animate
bioregionalism that is outstanding; providing an example that is
celebrated by the provincial, national and international communities.

MISSION

To instill a sense of place and pride, that is demonstrated in behaviors and relationships that
respect and are aligned with the characteristics of the region

GOALS

1. Foster Cooperative Solutions
All levels and jurisdictions adopt and employ innovative planning mechanisms that respect the
Natural environment and how it benefits cultural and economic diversity and wellbeing
Focus Areas: Planning input, maintenance and review
2. Conserve Biodiversity
A system of connected stewarded and protected habitats across the region which maintain
Nature's basic capacity for renewal, including an intact food web that supports biodiversity and
ecosystem functions
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Focus Areas: Species at Risk, rare habitats
3. Sustain Water Quality
Lakes, wetlands and shorelands at a significant level of unaffectedness so as to maintain water
quality and healthy fish habitats. Focus Areas: Lake Trout, wetlands, shorelands
4. Support Sustainable Economic Development
Effective enterprise that is congruent with the characteristics of the region, and do not undermine
the foundation of its Natural Capital. Focus Areas: Tourism, Agriculture and locally grown food,
Green Building and Permaculture, Forest products, Entrepreneurship
5. Cultivate Vibrant Culture
The diversity of peoples and practices, and richness of history is thriving and embodied in our
individual, community and regional character. Focus Areas: First Nations, Early Settler History,
Artisans, Cottaging Heritage, Hunting Heritage
6. Enhance Education
The Land Between and its features is being taught in schools and which includes local history,
geography, natural sciences, etc. Focus Areas: Local school boards, post secondary school
opportunities
7. Engage Youth
Next generations are excited about and engaged in learning, participating and leading natural
resource and cultural heritage stewardship. Focus Areas: Turtle Guardians, TLDSB TLB
Education Days, Volunteer and internship opportunities

Projects
The Land Between chooses 7 project or programming areas to reach desired goals. Projects
must be collaborative and preferably relate to more than one goal as results and benefits extend
across levels but also sectors
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STRATEGIC ACTIONS

Goals will be achieved through strategic actions:
•

Research

Working with students, teachers, agencies and institutions, research needs are outlined and
projects executed in all areas of culture, nature, economy and society and involving their interrelatedness
•

Applied Collaborative Conservation

Priority areas and issues are outlined and applied solutions delivered in collaboration with
partners at all levels and across sectors
•

Education and Knowledge Sharing

Facilitation, workshops, venues, mentorship and applied learning opportunities; including:
student curriculums; workshops; conferences; presentations; media; newsletters/magazines;
articles; reports; other identified venues and technologies
•

Cultivating and Facilitating Networks and Relationships

In order to lead, coordinate, or respond, and including building capacity for this response,
relationships are the foundation for capacity: The Land Between works with partners, individuals,
agencies and experts to identify gaps and needs in forums that cultivate sharing and dialogue
and where linkages are made and solutions emerge that are across sectors and levels
•

Planning input

Planning agencies require information, data, including tangible and intangible knowledge to
choose policies, areas, and programs for delivery of stewardship, controls, and best management
practices that support enhanced community vitality and the capacity for the renewal of these
fundamental features. The Land Between provides data and representation of knowledge in
these arenas.
•

Outreach

Presentations, media, communications
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PRIORITY FOCUS AREAS 2014-2019

Within each sector/focus area, priority themes have been chosen for 2014-2019 to address gaps
and needs in the region, and which have been chosen from dialogues with stakeholders through
workshops, discussions, meetings and presentations; and from meetings of the Circle.
•

Ecology: water, biodiversity and species at risk, pollinators, forests, private property
stewardship, night skies

•

Culture: First Nations Traditional Knowledge and Capacity, ghost towns and early settlers
innovation, artisans, archaeology, gemology, built heritage, place names

•

Economy: tourism, sustainable economic development through green building and
permaculture; agriculture and new farmers; local eco-products; social enterprise
opportunities; research and mapping of the creative economy

•

Society: Urban and Rural perspectives (cottagers and the city and hunting); municipal
tools and extension and linkages to natural capital and vitality
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PRIORITY PROJECTS- CORNERSTONES

In order to ensure The Land Between provides priority tools and services to clientele across the
region, at all levels and across sectors, priority actions/projects that will generate cornerstones for
the region and which provide extensive benefits and capacity, as well as which are enduring have
been chosen: setting the foundation for action and uptake at all levels and over time.

Goals (A) Ecological Health- Water

WaterWater- TLB Blueway
Prioritization identification of developed lakes
and sensitive headwater areas for stewardship
and restoration
Need/Gap-Rationale:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Coordination or joining of data for lake
health between OMNR fisheries and
OMOE water quality will enable greater
prioritization, monitoring and reporting
on the state of the resource. Currently
separate silos, however Lake Trout
reports provided by OMOE to OMNR and then to municipalities for capacity ratings.
Capacity ratings no longer standard for development with new sewage treatment options
Capacity ratings insufficient controls for lake health as notable declines in Lake Trout habitat
despite measures (tested TLB pilot in 2010)
Current cuts to OMNR and DFO biologists, field and inspection positions
Removal of Environmental Lakes Study Program
On-the-ground Citizen Science approaches do not have central portal for reporting; do not have
standards across the board for monitoring; do not share or use both data sets for lake
management and stewardship (Angler Diaries and Lake Partner Program)
Ability to join and relate data sets and to provide standard portal for user input with both fisheries
and water quality will enable more current, effective and meaningful prioritization and landowner
stewardship.
Priority for landowner engagement in Provincial Fisheries and Partnership Strategies
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User Groups/Clientele:
•

Lake Associations, landowners, municipalities

Partners/Roles:
•
•
•
•
•
•

OMOE; water quality data;
OMNR; fisheries data with Fish on Line, input and peer review;
SSFC; data analysis, Ontario Headwaters Institute (pending)
Muskoka Watershed Council; landowner contact and
restoration in Muskoka; data management and communications
District of Muskoka: GIS support
CHA: landowner contact and restoration in Haliburton

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RESTORATION AND STEWARDSHIP OF SHORELINES
MITIGATION OF POLLUTION AND STEWARDSHIP OF FISH HABITAT
MEANINGFUL TOOL FOR STATE OF THE RESOURCE AND TO GUIDE STEWARDSHIP;
ANALYSIS THAT CAN INFORM AND ENHANCE POLICIES AND PLANNING;
INCREASED BUFFERING CAPACITY ON SENSITIVE LAKES AND HEADWATERS;
EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT MEANS FOR LANDOWNER GENERATED INPUT

Delivery: 2014-2019: 3-5 years in stepped approach
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Standardize and join OMOE and OMNR and TLB shoreline databases
Identification of loss of lake trout habitat on highly developed lakes
Identification of other sensitive lakes (headwaters, shallow, and lake trout lakes)
Deliver incentives and support for shoreline restoration and stewardship (better boating etc.) on
impacted lakes
Measure impact of stewardship through benthics (science)
Inform policy makers of state of the resource and trends
Create virtual portal/user interface for
Angler Diaries and Lake Partner
Resource Needs:
Program in consultation with partners
Communicate results to all
•
COORDINATION; GIS TECHNOLOGY; DATA
stakeholders
MANAGEMENT AND CUSTODIANSHIP
•

Funding sources/alignment: RBC Bluewater,
Fishing Forever, Sustain our Great Lakes, OTF,
OMNR Special funds, DFO funds

•

MINIMUM OF $80,000 ANNUALLY FOR DATA
AND PORTAL DEVELOPMENT,
COMMUNICATIONS, ADMINISTRATION
MINIMUM OF $25,000 ANNUALLY FOR
LANDOWNER INCENTIVES OF SITE VISITS,
NATURALIZATION DESIGN AND PLANT
MATERIALS
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Potential Additions: Water Working Group; Umbrella coordination with community leaders; part of the
municipal extension portfolio (The Good Book) to direct planning

Goals (A) Ecological Health- Biodiversity (B) Municipal Extension; Partner
Capacity

Land- TLB Biodiversity Greenway
Mapping lands harboring and supporting
biodiversity across the region; core, buffer and
supporting
A “blueprint” of biodiversity for the region and with
assessment for feasibility of stewardship,
securement and restoration. Mapping based on
natural habitats, Species at Risk, large holdings,
absence of immediate threat through zoning or
development, and proximity to protected areas.
Need/Gap-Rationale: NCC Blueprint effectively
terminates in TLB; entire area is green and which
blueprint is based on many factors of
environmental services including water discharge
etc. However an ecotone’s functions are dynamic
and interrelated and which also provide services to bordering ecoregions, making these functions difficult
if not impossible to qualify and map. Biodiversity measured through connectedness of natural habitats and
the presence of species at risk are basic parameters that are indicative of healthy food web interactions
and therefore of other related ecosystem functions of seed dispersal and pollination etc. TLB Focal Areas
Strategy of 2006/07 tested this methodology with success and including accolades from NHIC.

Benefits
• CONSERVATION: PROTECTED NETWORK OF LANDS SUPPORTING BIODIVERSITY;
• MEANS AND RATIONALE FOR MUNICIPAL PROTECTIONS AND ZONING;
• MEANS TO PRIORITIZE AND OUTLINE STEWARDSHIP NEEDS AND LEVELS FOR PARTNER
AGENCIES

User Groups/Clientele:
•
•

Land Trusts; to help direct land securement under Eco-Gifts and within the larger corridor for
greater function
Municipalities for Official Plan mechanisms of Green Space and to effect bylaws
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•

Stewardship groups to direct resources and attention in areas benefitting and providing benefit
from restoration and enhancements.

Partners/Roles: Sensitive data makes this project an internal project; NHIC for data provision and peer
review; BSC for peer review and data provision

Delivery:
•
•

•
•
•

Map areas of high biodiversity and opportunity
Assign areas without perceived
Resource Needs:
financial value (core, buffer and
supporting); and aligned options and
• MPAC DATA AND SAR DATA (DATA SHARING
needs of securement, stewardship,
OGDE); MORE COMPLETE WETLAND MAPPING
and restoration
(ADDITIONAL DISCRETE PROJECT); GIS
TECHNOLOGY (INTERNAL); COORDINATION;
Workshops with land trusts,
COMMUNICATIONS
municipalities, and stewardship groups
•
BUDGET:
$40,000 IN EACH OF THREE YEARS
Promote through programs (turtle
FOR MAPPING, COORDINATION AND
Guardians)
OUTREACH
Mapping showcased and transferred
to partners with removal of sensitive
and proprietary data

Funding sources/alignment: Salamander Foundation, EcoAction, Habitat Stewardship Program,
National Wetland Conservation Fund, Ontario Species at Risk Fund
Potential Additions: enhanced wetland mapping, SAR outreach and projects for current data and
recalibration; included background for the municipal extension portfolio (The Good Book) to direct
planning

Goals (A) Ecological Health- Species at
Risk – Action (3) Education- Youth (2)

TLB

Coordination

Turtle
Guardians
Program
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Umbrella coordinated project gathering partners across all levels and agencies involved with youth,
education, and in turtle and wetland conservation towards a comprehensive portal for stewardship and
involvement.

Need/Gap-Rationale: Lack of coordination or centralized data management/repository for turtles at risk
where declines are rapid and extreme; youth outdoor deprivation and need for more involvement where
turtles are iconic and are indicative of ecosystem functions; pivotal for education and understanding
User Groups/Clientele: youth and landowners across the board
Partners/Roles: Muskoka Conservancy; site visits and stewardship plans; Kids For Turtles: site visits and
workshops; leadership and gains in enrollment; Sciensational Snakes; live turtles for workshops,
promotions and science arm; Ontario Nature; app and data use for Atlas; Toronto Zoo; data capture
towards atlas, communications and awareness; Trillium Lakelands School Board; youth outreach and
promotions
Delivery:
•
•
•
•

Enrollment and online portal to share stories and report occurrences
Online training and tools
Site visits and workshops- stewardship agreements
Annual Awards

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

SIGNIFICANT HABITAT SECUREMENT AND RESTORATION
SPECIES AT RISK CONSERVATION
CROSS PROMOTION AND CAPACITY BUILDING FOR PARTNERS THROUGH AWARENESS AND
ENROLLMENT FEE ALLOCATIONS;
ABATEMENT THROUGH LOCATING SITES FOR CROSSING SIGNS AND UNDERPASSES;
POPULATION ANALYSES AND MANAGEMENT MADE POSSIBLE WHERE CURRENT DATA IS
LACKING; PREVALENT FEAR AND PREDATION OF SNAPPING TURTLES;
GETTING KIDS OUTDOORS AND INVOLVED; SUPPORTS REPORTING PROGRAMS OF ADOPT-APOND AND THE REPTILE AND AMPHIBIAN ATLAS

Funding sources/alignment: Enrollment fees for
administration and perpetuation, and for partners;
TD Friends of the Environment; Aviva;
Sponsorships; Ontario Species at Risk; Habitat
Stewardship Project
Potential Additions/Complementary programs:
partnership with Friends of Ecological Learning and
many eastern agencies and stewardship groups for
education and outreach; TLB crossing signs and
turtle underpass project as part of this core effort.

Resource Needs:
• ENROLLMENTS COVER BASIC
ADMINISTRATION AND WEBSITE
MAINTENANCE; ADDITIONAL PROMOTIONS
AND ENROLLMENT NEEDED; PART TIME
COORDINATOR AND FIELD BIOLOGIST ON
MOU FOR SITE VISITS
• BUDGET NEEDS: $10-$20,000 ANNUALLY
DEPENDING ON LEVEL OF ACTIVITY TO
SUPPORT WORKSHOPS, FIELD BIOLOGISTS,
AWARDS, COMMUNICATIONS AND
PROMOTIONS
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Goals: Society and Relationships / Cultural Conservation
Ecological Health- Wildlife and Habitat Management; Traditional Knowledge

Hunting Heritage Documentary
A feature length film that explores unbiasedly
the cultural experience of hunting and which
communicates the links between hunters and
conservation
Need/Gap-Rationale: Current and growing
animosity and discrimination between nonhunters towards hunters has been recorded
and where hunting may be considered
frivolous or base and where hunters may be
considered unintelligent or uncompassionate
to nature and the environment; while hunters
contribute significantly to conservation
through direct support, volunteerism and knowledge. Misalignment and lack of communications or
consideration to First Nation hunters from European Settler hunters. Growing pressure on the
environment whereby non-hunters or urban dwellers may mistake the impact on wildlife by hunters rather
than investigate its practice or other causes.
The Land Between is a mix of species and peoples historically and currently; of urban and woodsman and
therefore of perspectives.
User Groups/Clientele: Audiences across Ontario, Canada, and the U.S.A.
Partners/Roles/: Ducks Unlimited Canada and Ducks Unlimited Inc.; Wildlife Habitat Canada; First Nations

Benefits
•
•
•
•

INCREASE UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN NON-HUNTER/URBAN AND HUNTERS/MAJORITY
REGIONAL RESIDENTS
CREATION OF A PLATFORM FOR DIALOGUE AND FURTHER INVESTIGATION- REMOVAL OF
STIGMA AND STEREOTYPES
INCREASE CAPACITY AND VOICE OF HUNTERS AND THEREFORE ACCESS AND INPUT OF
TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE IN WILDLIFE AND HABITAT MANAGEMENT AT ALL LEVELS
SUPPORTING CONSERVATION OF CULTURAL PRACTICE OF HUNTING AND ANGLING

(Curve Lake); Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters. All contributing information, research, interviews
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and support towards the making of the
documentary. Other partners of OMNR for
interviews. Intended for broadcasting; goal of
PBS/TVO
Delivery: 1.5 years- launch in Autumn 2015
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resource Needs:
MIN. BUDGET OF $110,000: $53,000 FOR
PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION; $46,000 FOR
TLB EXECUTIVE PRODUCTION, TRAVEL,
HONORARIUMS, AND ADMINISTRATION;
$4,000 FOR MARKETING AND
COMMUNICATIONS; $7,000 FOR DVD
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

Lock 3 Media for Production and Direction
CMO for Executive Production and codirection
Advisory committee of partners
Trailer and commercial for media and promotions including to glean additional support and
sponsorships
Independent linked doc website
Community releases/showings
DVD for sales

Funding sources/alignment: Wildlife Habitat Canada major funder; Ontario Federation of Anglers and
Hunters; Fishing Forever; Canadian Wildlife Service; corporate sponsorships; sales for continued DVD
production etc.
Potential Additions/Complementary Projects: Knowledge working group

Goals (A) Ecological Health- Economy- Community Vitality- Planning

TLB Good Book of
Planning
(Portfolio)
Portfolio of: A. best Management practices,
examples of bylaws, interpretations of the
PPS and NH Manual, case studies of
development proposals, and media for The
Land Between region; B. video on the Abiotic,
Biotic, Cultural features of the region and their
linkages to the Economy and Community
Vitality; C. included mapping of biodiversity and water quality areas to support zoning.
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Need/Gap-Rationale: Current Growth Planning Directives from MMAH are delivered to municipalities and
areas at the southern edge of the region; and while planners and municipalities are having difficulty aligning
goals to the needs and characteristics with the region and rural landscapes; and while Municipal councils
struggle with increasing pressures to find a balance between natural capital conservation and development;
and while the public is still unaware of the relationship between the natural capital and the cultural and
economic vitality and wellbeing in the region; and while development favors singular aspects of seasonal,
locational, and demographic, and thus limits economic diversity while heavily impacting lake health and water
quality which further undermines the natural capital foundation of the economy. Therefore innovative
opportunities that secure benefits of ecological services and economic development are not being experienced
or employed; and while The Land Between is beyond the Greater Golden Horseshoe and planning initiatives;
and while the planners within the region have unique and applied experience and expertise to guide best
planning measures and mechanisms; and while the region displays unique characteristics in Ontario, in
ecology of limited buffering capacity and high diversity, in economy of underserviced impoverished
communities with creative economies, and in culture with First Nations, artisans, and resilient settler histories;
and while a rationale and supporting mapping and data are needed to ensure that Councils can maintain the
integrity of planning decisions.
User Groups/Clientele: All of the 9 upper and lower tier municipalities within the region
Partners/Roles: 9 upper tier municipalities; Ontario Provincial Planners Institute; Ontario Nature; Ducks
Unlimited Canada; Nature Conservancy of Canada. University Institutes.

Benefits
•
•
•
•

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES BORNE OF EXPERIENCE AND WHICH ARE APPLICABLE
AND MEANINGFUL FOR THE UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS AND NEEDS OF THE REGION
A COLLECTIVE GUIDEBOOK AND THEREFORE A PLATFORM FOR ADOPTION AND FOR
CONTINUED COOPERATION AND SUPPORT ACROSS MUNICIPALITIES IN THE REGION
Resource Needs:
ENHANCED SUPPORT FOR MEANINGFUL SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT;
CONSERVATION; AND CULTURAL AND COMMUNITY VITALITY
SUPPORTING MATERIAL PROVIDING THE RATIONALE FOR BOTH PLANNING (PLANNERS)
AND DECISIONS (COUNCIL)

Delivery: 3-4 years- 2016-2019
•

•

•

•

Coordination in partnership with
volunteer planner (GS White) and
expert contractor (EcoView Planners)
Gather partnerships with
municipalities through letters to
planners, presentation and
deputations; goal of funding support of
$20K for each upper tier municipality
Research in conjunction with
Universities and experts for case
studies and economic implications
Workshops with planners to outline
and understand issues and solutions;
benefits and challenges

BUDGET GOAL OF $480,000 (ANTICIPATED
MUNICIPAL SUPPORT AT 9 OF $180,000)
ECOVIEW CONSULTANTS AND EXPERTS:
$100,000; TLB STAFF COORDINATION $150,000;
TRAVEL AND MEETINGS: $20,000; PEER
REVIEW AND PUBLICATION: $18,000; VIDEO
PRODUCTION AND SUPPORTING MATERIALS
(MAPPING PORTFOLIO INCLUSIONS): $40,000;
MARKETING, CONFERENCE, DISTRIBUTION
AND COMMUNICATIONS: $25,000; ONLINE
FORUM OF EXCHANGE AND IT: 60,000;
ADMINISTRATION: $40,000
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Transfer mapping and data, including DVDs
Online forum to exchange experience and monitor change

•
•

Funding sources/alignment: Ontario Trillium Foundation; Metcalf and McLeary Foundations etc. Municipal
reserve budgets and in-kind; MMAH sources; CFDCs and FedNor
Potential Additions/Complementary Projects: TLB planner’s plenary and working group

Goals (A) Ecological Health- Stewardship and Conservation

TLB Nature of Things
Feature Documentary
& Book
Feature length film showcasing the Abiotic, Biotic
features of the region and how they related to the

Benefits
•
•
•

MOMENTUM FROM 3 PART TVO SERIES- IMMEDIATE AUDIENCE
INCREASED AWARENESS AND THEREFORE CONSERVATION OF SPECIES AND SPACES
UNDERSTANDING OF THE RELATEDNESS OF THE NATURAL ENVIORNMENT TO THE
CULTURE AND ECONOMY AND THEREFORE TO COMMUNITY WELLBEING

Cultural and Economic character of the area.
Need/Gap-Rationale: Capitalizing on our 3-part series, this 4th episode
is important to showcase and demonstrate the natural environment, habitat,
and species in the region towards stewardship and conservation of them; and due to their direct support and
relatedness to the culture and economy of the region. A complement to the Good Book of Planning Project.
Likelihood of TVO broadcasting as per the first series, and which had one of the highest ratings for the
broadcaster, reaching an audience across the Province.
User Groups/Clientele: All of the 9 upper and lower tier municipalities within the region; Ontario wide
audience
Partners/Roles: Lock 3 Media/Ontario Visual Heritage Foundation; CBC footage usage
Delivery: 1.5 years- Fall 2015-2017
•
•

Record the TLB ABC presentation; Utilize existing aerial and wildlife footage
Access footage from CBC
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•
•
•

Production and DVDs
Local screenings and included in Good Book of Planning workshops
Broadcasting schedule

Funding sources/alignment: N/A- core funding after capacity is met (potential MEC and with sponsors)
Potential Additions/Complementary Projects: Good Book of Planning delivery with DVD

Alignment with Goals (D) Economic Wellbeing; (A) Sustainable Economic
Development; (B) Ecological and Cultural Conservation
Economic wellbeing is achieved through collaboration, shared capacity, and sustainable development that
honors the features of the creative and local economy and its natural and cultural foundations

Tourism Collaboration
Portfolio strategy outlined (attached) and including enhancements and marketing of Mobile Application in each
municipality; regional branding; destination
marketing; inventory and communications of
tourism assets
Need/Gap-Rationale: The Land Between relies
majorly on tourism including cottaging for its
economic prosperity, and which industry in
reliant on natural capital for outdoor sports,
recreation, and nature appreciation, and with
cultural assets as a second draw. While the
region is predominately impoverished, and while
no previous body or identity existed holistically
to market and quality tourism potential and
assets at this extent. Recently the Ministry of
Culture, Sports and Tourism launched regional
boards to assist in tourism development and
enhancement, and where TLB is partnered with the largest body of Ontario Highlands Tourism. Tourism is also
a venue, beyond economic development, and because of its reliance on natural and cultural assets, to
communicate and therefore value regional and community stories and provide interpretation, education and
therefore conservation of these assets. Gaps, need and opportunities have been identified under the MCST for
action, and where TLB is positioned as a
Resource Needs:
forerunner and agency to support their
delivery.
User Groups/Clientele: Canadian visitors;
seasonal residents; municipalities; tourism
groups; cultural organizations; international
visitors

BUDGET OF $35,000 FOR FILMING; $10,000
PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY

Partners/Roles: Regional Tourism Organizations of 13, 11, 8 and 7; local tourism organizations; municipalities;
MCST; experts
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Delivery: Tourism is an extensive and ongoing portfolio that necessitates work planning and breaking down
actions in elements and phases to meet capacity and align efforts with partners, and therefore is presented in
annual phases with focused leadership for parts A and B, and secondary coordinated efforts for remaining and
ongoing items. Therefore the portfolio is organic and evolving for parts C and D:
•

•

•

•
•

A. Independent tourism (FIT)- Mobile
Resource Needs:
app enhancement and promotion
providing site and landscape
• COORDINATION; PART TIME OR SEASONAL
OUTREACH STAFF; MARKETING AND
interpretation and education- working
COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST
with each municipality and local
• BUDGET FOR PART A PER MUNICIPALITY:
partners to identify destinations and
$35,000
sites to upload onto the TLB Mobile
• BUDGET FOR PART B: $17,000
App and promote mobile App
• BUDGET FOR PART C PER ASSET THEME:
Sponsorships and funding to support
$60,000
marketing of Mobile App; review and
• FESTIVALS AS OPPORTUNITIES ARISE WITH
survey of tourists through online forms
CAPACITY ACROSS PARTNERS
and postcards
B. Inventory towards Packagingnetwork/inventory of assets per theme (artisans, archaeology, natural wonders, First Nations, ghost
towns, early industry etc.)
C. Regional branding- commercials and online media and blogging to promote awareness of area and
assets
D. Support and launch TLB themed festivals and events (fossils; see the beauty; hiking festivals etc),
organization, promotion review

Benefits
•
•
•

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES BORNE OF EXPERIENCE AND WHICH ARE APPLICABLE
ENHANCED SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CULTURAL AND NATURAL INTERPRETATION AND APPRECIATION
CULTURAL AND NATURAL CONSERVATION
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Alignment with Goals (B) Cultural Heritage

Cultural Extension
The cultural heritage and identity of the region is animate and celebrated
through sharing, understanding and stewardship, and therefore a general
portfolio of actions has been identified: built heritage inventories;
inventories and collections of stories and knowledge; mapping, inventory
and promotion of TLB historic and current artisans; cultural Centre
development at Curve Lake First Nation- ongoing and as opportunities
arise

Secondary pending projects as per opportunities and capacity:
Turtle underpasses
•
•
•
•

Research in 2014-2016 under Haliburton
Transfer mapping of results and identify new areas
Promote to municipalities and partners
Install and monitor- communicate results

Ecological Education- investigations into gaps in education; streams of dreams
programming and forest programming in schools. Educational forums: TLB Mississauga Education
Days for TLDSB; Eco Schools presentations- as available and requested

Snakes at Risk- stewardship and education to remove threats and for greater reporting
Forestry and Birds at Risk-unassigned
Agriculture
•
•
•

Identifying arable lands; Mentorship for new farmers
Promotion of locally grown food and local economic development
Securement of farm lands

Green Building
•
•

Promotion of best practices to reduce ecological development footprints
Promotion of local resources for economic development
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DATA MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Goal
Centralized and standardized data
warehouse
Data sharing
Maintain data

Market data

Key Actions
Secure funding and skills to centralize and
standardize with metadata, and list all TLB
data sets
Extend and monitor all data sharing
agreements
Data upload and maintenance- secure
contract under MOU (fees for service to
maintain TLB data)

Timeline
2015

Portfolio of data printed and distributed to
stakeholders

2015

Ongoing
2015 ongoing

A data warehouse inventory and list of gaps and needs has been generated, and available internally. Much
data is proprietary or sensitive. Data sharing for natural resource information and landownership is governed
through a partnership and agreement with the Ontario Geospatial Data Exchange and which is agreement is
housed internally.
Resource Requirements: the majority of projects have a measure of data management, and wherein
allocations are set for the MOU contract to manage and maintain TLB data, however ongoing and core funding
needs to be set to ensure data management is sustainable and up to date.
Estimated Resource and Budget Needs: $7000 annually for data management, uploads, and currency,
including Glenside Ecological contract staff for Species at Risk and sensitive data management and mapping;
GIS ArcMap software license agreements; data acquisition and sharing; computers and software

The Land Between strategy is made operational by communications and
capacity. All of the Communications Strategy and Capacity/Funding Strategy
are related and therefore maintained as internal documents to guide marketbased competitive activities.
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